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Most evidence on the long-run evolution of income inequality is restricted to top income shares. While this ev-
idence is relevant and important for studying the concentration of economic power, it is incomplete as an infor-
mational basis for analysing inequality in the income distribution as a whole. This paper proposes a non-
parametric approach for estimating inequality in the overall distribution of income on the basis of tabular data
from different sources, some in a highly aggregated form. The proposed approach is applied to Norway, for
which rich historical data exist.We find evidence of very high income inequality from the late nineteenth century
until the eve of World War II, followed by a rapid equalization until the 1950s. Income inequality remained low
during the post-war period but has increased steadily since the 1980s. Estimates of a measure of affluence dem-
onstrate that overall inequality has largely been governed by changes in the top half of the distribution and in the
ratio between the mean incomes of the lower and upper halves of the population.
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1. Introduction: inequality in the long-run

The extensive country-specific top income studies initiated by
Piketty (2001) and provided by Atkinson and Piketty (2007, 2010)
gave rise to a broad public debate on the rising income inequality in
OECD countries, although the results of these studies dealt exclusively
with the evolution of top income shares. Indeed, most of the discussion
on long-run income inequality concerns the increasing share of total in-
come received by the top 1 and top 10% of income recipients. This is a
legitimate and important concern, as high top income shares reflect
the fact that a disproportionate fraction of total economic resources is
being controlled by a small minority of the population. However, an ex-
clusive focus on the concentration of the top 1 and 10% ignores the dis-
tribution of income among the remaining 99 and 90% of the population
and can contribute to misinterpretation of the long-run evolution in
overall income inequality. The debate between Autor (2014) and
Piketty and Saez (2014) on the driving forces behind the steep rise in
r B.V. All rights reserved.
income inequality in the US in recent decades underlines the impor-
tance of accounting for the rise in income inequality among “the other
99%”.

The main objective of this paper is to propose a recipe for how the
inequality of the income distribution as a whole can be estimated on
the basis of different sources of tabular data fromhistorical statistical in-
come publications, which are available in many countries. This is possi-
ble without making assumptions about the distribution of incomes
within wage groups (as in the “social tables” approach, e.g. Lindert
and Williamson, 2016 for the United States) or relying exclusively on
annual tabulations covering the majority of the population as is the
case for Denmark (Atkinson and Søgaard, 2016). Complete detailed tab-
ulations, like those for Denmark, appear to be an exception. Most devel-
oped countries have, however, collected income taxes on a regular basis
and as a minimum published various aggregated quantities in some pe-
riods and detailed tabulations in other periods. This paper demonstrates
that such combined data provide sufficient information to obtain reli-
able estimates of the Gini coefficient across time. The presence of vari-
ous aggregated quantities of individual incomes for each year, allows
estimation of points on the Lorenz curve and proves to provide a useful
basis for estimating the Gini coefficient and any other rank-dependent
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1 Before 1970, Garbinti et al. (2018) assume constant income shares within the bottom
90%, e.g. the following shares are assumed to be constant for all years in the period 1900–
1970 in France: the income of the lower 10% is 0.39% of the total for the bottom 90%, the
next 40 (10–50) 26.30% and the next 40 again (50–90) 73.31%. See Appendix Table TD3
to Garbinti et al.

2 Kopczuk et al. (2010) provide evidence of earnings inequality in the United States
from 1937 onwards based on social security data and Kuhn et al. (2017) have produced
estimates of income inequality for the United States starting in 1949.
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measure of inequality. Thus, in contrast to most previous studies, we do
not limit the description of the evolution of long-run income inequality
to years where complete tabulations are available, nor do we rely on in-
terpolation of observations between years. Indeed, the paper demon-
strates that much can be learned even in cases where detailed annual
tabulations do not exist. By combining data from different historical sta-
tistical sources, a more complete picture of the distribution can be
attained than that obtained from central government tax records
alone. Similar procedures can probably be applied to other countries,
to examine whether the development found for Norway also applies
to other institutional and geographical settings.

The starting point is the information provided by the detailed tabu-
lations of incomes by ranges as used by Aaberge and Atkinson (2010) in
their study of top income shares in Norway. Section 2 of this paper de-
scribes the tabulated data available from the published income tax re-
cords from 1875 (annually from 1892) and in the form of micro-data
from 1967 onwards. The tax information is a rich source, but it varies
in form from year to year, and is limited in coverage, as it excludes
non-taxpayers. The incomplete coverage of the population by the tax
data means that there is a challenge involved in seeking to measure
overall income inequality, as represented here by the Gini coefficient.
We meet this challenge by creating “upper” and “lower” bounds on
the Gini coefficient. Section 3 gives an account of the data and assump-
tions that are used to arrive at these bounds. In particular, we rely on ag-
gregate information from the municipal and central government tax
records, which are available annually for a long period. Combining
these data with assumptions about the relative positions of different
groups allow us to narrow the bounds on the estimated Gini coefficient.
To this end, we add a further source of evidence about incomes at the
bottom of the scale: administrative data on the number of recipients
of public assistance, and the average amounts received.

Themixed tabulated data provide detailed information on the upper
part of the Lorenz curve even in the 19th century, but less information
on the lower part of the Lorenz curve. As is well known, the Lorenz
curve is an increasing convex function taking values between 0 and 1.
For distribution functions that are skewed to the right (heavy right
tail), the Lorenz curve will exhibit weak (approximately linear) curva-
ture in the lower part and strong convex curvature at the very top.
Thus, to obtain a reliable estimate of the Lorenz curve for right-skewed
distributions, it is necessary to have access to detailed tabular data for
the top of the Lorenz curve, whereas it is sufficient to know a few points
of the Lorenz curve below the median. As will be demonstrated in
Sections 3 and 4, such mixed tabular data constitute an appropriate
basis for using a non-parametric approach to estimate the Gini coeffi-
cient and any alternative measure of inequality that are explicitly
expressed in terms of the Lorenz curve.

By deconstructing overall Gini inequality with respect to measures
of affluence and poverty, we show in Section 5 that overall inequality
is governed verymuchbywhat happens to inequality in the distribution
of income in the top half of the distribution and to the ratio between the
mean incomes of the lower and upper halves of the population, which
means that the estimates of the overall Gini coefficient are less sensitive
to assumptions made on how the income attributable to non-taxpayers
is distributed. However, as demonstrated in Section 4 this does not
mean that the evolution of the income shares of the top 1 or top 10%
provides a complete picture of long-run income inequality in Norway.

A second objective of this paper is to provide new insight into long-
run income inequality in Norway. The results presented in Sections 4
and 5 show that income inequality was high until the end of the
1930s,with substantial changes during the FirstWorldWar. The turning
point and origin of the low post-war inequality came with the German
occupation between 1940 and1945. The decline in inequality continued
until the mid-1950s and remained stable at a low level between 1953
and 1980, but has increased steadily but moderately since 1980.
Section 6 elaborates on how our results on the long-run evolution of in-
come inequality contribute to an understanding of economic
development in Norway since the late 19th century. It is shown to be
a rich story that can be considered in terms of episodes of change.

1.1. Relationship with previous research

Our paper offers evidence of changes in inequality of the overall in-
come distribution over a period of almost 150 years, and shows that
changes in the ratio between the mean incomes of the upper and
lower halves of the income distribution and in the inequality in the dis-
tribution of incomes among the richest 50% explainmost of the changes
in overall inequality. Apart from Atkinson and Søgaard (2016), who
have had access to detailed annual income tabulations for the majority
of the population in Denmark, previous research relies on less informa-
tive data and has mostly provided limited evidence on income inequal-
ity for selected years before 1945. Moreover, many of the scattered
estimates of the overall distribution that do exist for earlier years are
not comparable withmodern series. The estimates for the United States
provided by Spahr for 1890 and by King for 1910 (see Merwin, 1939)
have been described in a review paper by Williamson and Lindert
(1980, p. 91) as “eclectic size distribution guesses”, with the conclusion
that “it is better to pass over these”. Williamson (1985) has produced
estimates for the Gini coefficient for England and Wales, and Scotland,
for selected years ranging from 1688 to 1915. None of these estimates
can readily be linked to the modern series, but are made available in
separate tables in a survey by Lindert (2000). Kuznets (1955) provided
a comparative study by compiling income distribution estimates for a
few scattered years for the United States, United Kingdom and Ger-
many. Milanovic (2016, Chapter 2) collected evidence for several pre-
industrial economies (based on social tables, wealth data and some in-
come-based inequality series) and argues that inequality varies cycli-
cally over time.

To our knowledge, there are three bodies of academic work that at-
tempt to produce comparable estimates of overall inequality from the
early twentieth century (or earlier) and onwards. First, Atkinson and
Søgaard (2016) have estimated the Gini coefficient for Denmark for
1870 and from 1903 to 2010 based exclusively on annual detailed tax-
based income tabulations, which emerge as an extraordinarily informa-
tive dataset compared to historic data from other countries. The Danish
dataset suffers however, from a series break in 1970 when the unit of
account changes from family to individual. Moreover, the Danish
dataset only contains detailed tabulation for one year in the 19th cen-
tury. Secondly, Vecchi (2017, p. 331) reports estimates of the income
Gini coefficient for Italy between 1861 and 1931. The estimates of the
early period are constructed by fitting a generalized beta distribution
on household budget data, and these series has been supplemented
with tax-based estimates for the later period. Thus, the overall series
may suffer from weak comparability, whereas the estimates of the
early periodmay depend heavily on the chosen parametric distribution.
Thirdly, Garbinti et al. (2018) extend their previous series of top income
shares in France by including estimates for the bottom10% aswell as the
10–50% from 1900 until 1985 (and a more complete income distribu-
tion after 1985).1 Atkinson et al. (2017) provide a review of historic in-
come inequality estimates, including how data points from separate
studies can bemerged to construct long-run series of income inequality
for the United States (from 1918) and the United Kingdom (from
1938).2 These estimates suggest that income inequality decreased in
the early twentieth century and increased from the early 1980s, but re-
liable results are still not available for sufficiently many countries to



4 Liberalization of the credit market in 1984–1985 combined with the right to deduct
interest expenses and high marginal tax rates on capital incomes until the tax system
was reformed in 1992 encouraged households to borrow, which led to a significant rise
in interest deductions. However, although these reforms might have weakened the com-
parability of the historic income data, it should be noted that the evolution of the Gini co-
efficient for income after tax since the mid-1980s as displayed in Figure 4 in Section 3 is
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justify a general trend. The longest previous series for income inequality
in Norwaywere reported by Soltow (1965), who constructed a series of
Gini coefficients based on samples of tax records for selected years be-
tween 1850 and 1960 for eight cities in southern Norway. The results
of Soltow (1965) show decreasing income inequality among taxpayers
living in these cities.

Themethodological approach of the present paper extends previous
analyses by combining detailed tabulations of income tax data for a lim-
ited proportion of the population with income data from other sources.
For most years, we have access to detailed tabulations for the top of the
income distribution. These data are supplemented by annual aggregate
data from two different taxation schemes (municipal and central gov-
ernment taxes) and from poverty statistics. As is demonstrated in this
paper, the shape of the Lorenz curves for right-skewed income distribu-
tionsmakes it feasible to use a non-parametric approach to estimate the
Lorenz curve and the Gini coefficient when detailed tabulations are
available at the top of the income distribution and aggregate data pro-
vide estimates of a few points of the Lorenz curve for the lower half of
the income distribution.3 By contrast, Garbinti et al. (2018) rely on the
condition of constant income shares for the lower 90%, while Blanchet
et al. (2017) and Vecchi (2017) rely on parametric distributions for
broad intervals as a basis for estimating the overall income distribution.

The limited evidence on the evolution of overall inequality in the lit-
erature has been supplemented with useful information on the evolu-
tion of top income shares, not least owing to the top income books
edited by Atkinson and Piketty (2007, 2010) and the extensive review
provided by Roine and Waldenstrom (2015). Several studies combine
results for the overall income distribution in modern times with esti-
mates of top income shares for earlier years. For example, Piketty et al.
(2018) report top income shares and estimates of the functional income
distributions for the United States back to 1913, but provide no informa-
tion on overall income distribution before 1964. Some studies suggest
that top income shares could be a good proxy for overall inequality.
The evidence provided by Leigh (2007), Roine and Waldenstrom
(2015) andMorelli et al. (2015) is howevermixed. The call for prudence
made by Morelli et al. (2015) is supported by the results of the present
paper. Actually, we demonstrate that top income shares might give a
misleading picture of the evolution of overall income inequality, partly
because changes in top income shares are normally accompanied by sig-
nificant changes in the distribution of incomes in the upper half of the
income distribution as well as by changes in the ratio between the
mean incomes of the upper and lower halves of the population.

2. Income tax data in Norway

We begin with a brief account of Norwegian income tax data, and
the way in which they can be used to produce results for income distri-
bution as awhole. Since similar data are available formost countries, the
method introduced below might be used as a recipe for estimating his-
torical Gini series. This section is principally concerned with the years
from 1875 up to 1951 when the published data are more fragmentary
and vary in coverage. From 1952, the tabulations are more detailed,
and from 1967 to the presentwe have access tomicro-data. The income
data originate directly from tax records (they are not inferred from
taxes paid).

The same income definition, “antatt inntekt” (assessed income), is
used over the entire period. It refers to income before tax (including
capital income, taxable capital gains, taxable transfers and pension in-
come), but after some pre-tax deductions. The pre-tax deductions rep-
resented relatively small amounts until the mid-1980s and were
related to the expenses that were deemed necessary for the acquisition
of income (Statistics Norway: Historical Statistics, 1994, p. 280). For the
period where excluding such deductions from our income measure
3 An illustration of the shape of Lorenz curves for Pareto distributions is displayed inOn-
line Appendix D.
might create a bias - the late 1980s onwards - we show by using an al-
ternative measure of income that the pattern of the historic series is
similar to the pattern based on a more comprehensive incomemeasure
for this period.4 Self-employment income was accounted for by
assessing the productive capacity of farms (in particular smaller
farms) and deriving figures from company accounts.

The tax unit (nuclear family), which is either a married couple or a
single individual, defines the unit of analysis in this study. This choice
is dictated by the tax statistics, as married couples were taxed jointly
until 2018.

2.1. The income tax data from 1875

The income tax sources are municipal (MUN) and central govern-
ment (CG) tax assessments: Kommunenes skattelikning and
Statsskattelikningen.5 The key feature here is that, for a number of
years, the government has published tabulations of the distribution of
income tax payers by income range. The sources are listed in Online Ap-
pendix B. In addition, we have data on the total number of MUN and CG
taxpayers for all years, starting in 1892, as well as the total income
earned by each group. As the MUN tax data are more extensive (tax
thresholds are lower and more people pay MUN than CG tax), we as-
sume that CG taxpayers are a subset of MUN taxpayers. Given the sim-
ilar tax base and the way these sources are treated in the tax statistics,
this is a reasonable assumption.

The coverage of the detailed income tax tabulations varies over the
period. CG taxwas introduced in 1892, so there is only distributional in-
formation on MUN tax for the years prior to that. The published tabula-
tions for 1892 to 1903 only relate to CG tax, and the same applies to
1938 and 1948–1951. To summarize, in decreasing order of complete-
ness, over the period up to 1951:

(i) MUN and CG distributional data: 1906, 1913 and 1929;
(ii) MUN distributional data: 1875 and 1888;
(iii) CG distributional data: 1892–1903, 1938, 1948–1951.

We supplement the distributional data with the data on the total
number of taxpayers and their total income, which is available for
nearly all years. This means that, in addition to the Lorenz curve from
the distributional data, we have in case (iii) a further point correspond-
ing to the total MUN taxpayers (and hence total taxpayers).

The tabulations of taxpayers by income range from 1952 to 1966,
which precede the micro-data available from 1967, vary in their cover-
age (see below). Income is equal to income as assessed bymunicipal tax
assessment for the years 1952–1955. In the tabulations for the years
1957 to 1966, income is defined as income as assessed by central gov-
ernment tax assessment if central government tax is levied. If not, in-
come is defined as income as assessed by municipal tax assessment.
There are no data for 1956 on account of the introduction of Pay-as-
You Earn.

Since 1967, all individual incomes have been available on computer
files at Statistics Norway. The income concept used is “antatt inntekt”,
income after some standard deductions, which is the same definition
as that used in the pre-1967 tabulations. Using data from the Central
Population Register, wemergemarried couples into single units, adding
together the incomes of husband and wife to form the nuclear family.
consistent with the evolution found for the historic Gini series over this period.
5 This information, and further information below, comes fromGerdrup (1998) and the

Introduction to Part XIII of Historisk Statistikk (HS) 1968.
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An adjustment is required for the data from 1960 to 1967 to account for
changes in tax unit definitions, as explained in Online Appendix E.

In the period 1921–1947, corporate incomes (as well as individual
incomes) are included in the aggregates in the tax statistics publica-
tions. From 1937 onwards, we can obtain figures for individuals from
other sources; between 1921 and 1936 wemake adjustments to the to-
tals based on observed rates from 1937 to 1947.
2.2. Control totals

The CG and MUN income tax tabulations for the late 19th and
early 20th century do not cover significant proportions of the pop-
ulation as a whole. In order to arrive at an estimate of overall in-
come inequality for the entire population, rather than only for the
taxpayers, this study uses estimates of total number of tax units
and total household income as starting points. The sources of
these “control totals” are described in Online Appendix C. The first
step in calculating total tax units is the adult population, defined
here as those aged 16 and over. The second step is to subtract the
number of married women. Defined in this way, the tax unit popu-
lation (nuclear families) as reported in the population statistics in-
creases from 847,000 in 1875 to 1.7 million in 1951 and 3.4 million
in 2017. In 1875, 83% of nuclear families were covered by the tax
statistics. In 1892, this figure had decreased to 52%. The share sub-
sequently increased gradually to 80% by 1920. During the next pe-
riod it decreased, to 66% in 1933, and subsequently increased
again, reaching 86% in 1951. As explained below, after 1951 we
rely on several different tabulations that together cover the entire
population.

For total income, we use total household income for 1978 to 2017
from the National Accounts (NA) and extrapolate backwards using
comparable historical series (see Online Appendix C). The resulting se-
ries for total household income as measured by the national accounts
exceeds the total income recorded in the tax statistics (the internal
total) in three main respects. First, the omission of the income of those
not covered by the tax statistics. Second, understatement of income in
the tax statistics. Third, differences in income definitions. Aaberge and
Atkinson (2010) observed that the highest percentage for total NA
household income recorded in the tax statistics was 72, and thus
chose 72% of NA household income as control total. We use the same
approach.6 Total household income as measured by the NA is made up
of (i) compensation of employees (not including employers' social secu-
rity contributions), (ii) operating surplus of self-employed businesses,
(iii) property income, (iv) transfers from government and from abroad,
and (v) income not classified elsewhere. A comparison of the control
total from the National Accounts and the total from the tax statistics is
given in the left panel of Fig. 1 and in Online Appendix C (Table A5
and Figs. A3–A4).

The control totals provide estimates of themean incomeper tax unit,
which is displayed in real terms (as 2017 NOK) in the right-hand panel
of Fig. 1. In the period since 1875, real income has risen by a factor of
around 13.7 But the growth has not been steady. Before 1914 there
was an irregular pattern of recessions and recoveries. The inter-war pe-
riod saw little improvement in real incomes. The post-WorldWar II pe-
riod, in contrast, experienced rapid growth up to the mid-1970s, which
later slowed and was interrupted by the recession and banking crisis of
the late 1980s and early 1990s.
6 Aaberge and Atkinson (2010, p. 476) provide further details and indicate that a similar
approach has been used for Sweden and the United Kingdom.

7 GDP per capita (in fixed prices) has grown by a factor of 18 over the same period. The
discrepancy is largely due to the extensive demographic changes during this period; in
1985 Norway had a much younger population. The total population grew by a factor of
2.8 from 1875 to 2013, while total tax units (as defined here) grew by a factor of 3.6.
3. Estimating the Lorenz curve and the Gini coefficient

We nowmove to the estimation of the Lorenz curve and Gini coeffi-
cient based on the data onMUN and CG taxpayers as well as the control
total. Given that the data are typically incomplete, we have to make as-
sumptions and work throughout with an upper and lower bound Gini
coefficient. By consistently choosing assumptions that lead to higher in-
equality for the upper bound and lower inequality for the lower bound,
we are able to efficiently bracket the true Gini coefficient that wewould
obtain if we had full information on the exact incomes of all nuclear
families, and also to obtain a measure of the precision of our estimates.

The discussion in this section will be based on the available Norwe-
gian historical data sources described in Section 2. However, the exis-
tence of several types of income tax as well as data on social
assistance is by nomeans unique to Norway in this period. For this rea-
son, the methods proposed here, utilizing tabular data to assess points
on the Lorenz curve, are also applicable to other countries.

3.1. Estimation of Lorenz curves

The Lorenz curve plots cumulative income shares (on the vertical
axis) against cumulative proportions of the population (on the horizon-
tal axis), with the population ordered from low-income to high-income
individuals. This means that the Lorenz curve will always be a convex
function below the diagonal, as illustrated in panel (a) of Fig. 2. It is
well-known that the Gini coefficient is defined by twice the area be-
tween the diagonal and the Lorenz curve. Hence, the bounds on the Lo-
renz curves constructed here correspond directly to bounds on the
estimated Gini coefficients. A basic feature of the data used in this
paper is that in all years, taxpayers amount tomore than 50%of the pop-
ulation, and that the total number of taxpayers and their income are re-
ported annually. The annual aggregates from the municipal and central
government tax statistics provide accurate estimates for several points
on the Lorenz curve every year.

Different formats of the overall Lorenz curves are shown in panel (b)
of Fig. 2, which illustrates the case where we have distributional infor-
mation on MUN taxpayers (with or without information on CG tax-
payers) and panel (c) of Fig. 2, which illustrates the case where we
have only aggregate information on MUN taxpayers. In our estimates,
we assume that the total population of tax units is correctly measured
by our control total. The difference between this total and the total re-
corded in the income tax tabulations is referred to as the “missing pop-
ulation”. Moreover, we assume that all individuals not represented in
the statistics on MUN and CG taxpayers have incomes lower than
those who pay tax. This means that the Lorenz curve for taxpayers is
scaled down and connected with the final point for themissing popula-
tion. In the case shown, the individuals in themissing population are all
assumed to have identical incomes, so the first section of the Lorenz
curve is a straight line. Further assumptionsmade about the distribution
within the missing population are discussed below. Points H1 and H2
are points on the Lorenz curve constructed fromMUN and CG taxpayer
data. Panel (c) of Fig. 2 shows the casewhere there is no tabulatedMUN
data, only aggregates. On the assumption that those payingMUN tax but
not CG tax all receive the mean income, the Lorenz curve for this group
is represented by the dotted line.

The income attributable to the missing population is one element
contributing to the difference between the income control total de-
scribed above and the total income recorded in the tax statistics,
where the latter is referred to as the “internal total”. In the period
1875 to 1951, therewas a difference of around20%between the internal
and control totals (see Fig. A3), apart from during World War I. In our
estimates, total income is taken as equal to the control total. This
means that we can consider bounds on the Gini coefficient in terms of
allocating the difference either to under-reporting in the tax data or to
the missing population. Suppose that the amount by which the control
total exceeds the internal total is equal to a proportion,α, of the internal



8 Incomes below NOK 400 were exempt from taxation.
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total, and that a proportion β of the internal total represents under-
statement in the tax data. This leaves (α − β) times internal total in-
come to be allocated to the missing population, or (α − β)/(1 + α)
times overall control income. If non-taxpayers constitute a fraction n
of the total population, then the amount allocated per head to themiss-
ing population, expressed relative to the overall mean, is (α− β) / [n(1
+ α)]. This would be the overall slope of the first segment of the Lorenz
curve in this example.

3.2. Implications for the Gini coefficient

The implications for theGini coefficient aremost easily seen in terms
of the area under the Lorenz curve, since theGini coefficient is equal to 1
minus twice the area under the Lorenz curve. For taxpayers alone, twice
the area is equal to

B ¼ ΔF1 H1 þ ΔF2 H1 þ H2f g þ…þ ΔFk Hk−1 þ 1f g ð1Þ

where ΔFi is the density in the range and Hi denotes the cumulative
share of total income up to and including range i, where there are k
ranges. It follows that the Gini coefficient for taxpayers alone is

G� ¼ 1−B ð2Þ

The introduction of the missing population as in panel (b) of Fig. 2
has two effects. It squeezes the Lorenz curve for taxpayers to the right.
In Eq. (1), this does not affect Hi but reduces ΔFi, and hence the area B,
by a factor (1 − n). The second effect is that it adds additional area
under the first segment. If it is assumed that all incomes are non-nega-
tive, then the least such addition is zero (i.e. β is set equal to α), in the
case where the Lorenz curve in panel (c) of Fig. 2 initially follows the
horizontal axis. Together, these two effects give an upper bound GU for
the overall Gini coefficient, which can be expressed

GU ¼ nþ 1−nð ÞG� ¼ G� þ n 1−G�ð Þ ð3Þ

It is a weighted average of 1 and G ∗. In 1875, for example, values of n
= 16.8% and G ∗ = 47.6% imply that the upper bound is 56.4%.

Conversely, a lower bound might be sought by allocating all the dif-
ference to the missing population (β is set equal to 0), but this may vi-
olate the assumption that the missing population have incomes below
the lowest income of taxpayers. Moreover, for some years there is con-
temporary evidence on which we can draw. For 1875, the tabulations
published by Kiær (1893), which we are using, include an estimate of
the numbers and income of the missing population.8 The mean for the
range NOK 0–NOK 400 was NOK 230, which was 40.9% of the overall
mean. If, as an illustration,we attribute this amount per unit to themiss-
ing tax units, itmeans that, of the upliftmoving from theNOK345.5mil-
lion internal total to the NOK 475.8 million control total, 32.6 million
NOK, or 28.3% of the uplift, is allocated to the missing population.

The lower bound adopted here is calculated by considering the area
under the Lorenz curve, where the missing population is allocated a
fraction h of total income. Twice the area under the Lorenz curve is
therefore increased by h times n. At the same time, the Lorenz curve
for taxpayers is squeezed vertically by a scale factor (1 − h), reducing
its area but adding a rectangle, which adds 2h(1 − n). The resulting
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Fig. 2. Estimation of Lorenz curves from tabular data. Figure note: Fig. 2 shows how Lorenz curves are estimated on the basis of tabular data and assumptions ofwithin-group distributions.
Panel (a) shows the definition of the Lorenz curve as a plot of cumulative income shares against cumulative population proportions, where the diagonal line illustrates a hypothetical
distribution with complete equality and the line tracing the lower and right corner of the figure illustrating extreme inequality (one tax unit owns the total income). Panel (b)
illustrates how a Lorenz curve with distributional information for taxpayers (with two points H1 and H2 known from tabular data) is combined with the proportion of the population
who pay tax to arrive at a Lorenz curve for the overall distribution. “Missing population” refers to the share of the population who are not covered by the income tax statistics. Panel
(c) illustrates a Lorenz curve with two groups of taxpayers: those paying both central government (CG) and municipal (MUN) tax (denoted “CG taxpayers”) and those paying only the
municipal (MUN) tax. In this example, the distributions among the CG taxpayers as well as the proportion of the population not paying income tax are known. Panel (d) shows our
baseline specification with four population groups, where the missing population is divided into those who receive poverty assistance (the assisted poor) and those who do not
receive poverty assistance (the “non-assisted, non-taxed”, NA/NT population). In this panel, we have applied within-group distributions for the central government taxpayers as well
as for people who only pay municipal tax. For further details of estimation and definitions, see the text below.
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lower bound Gini coefficient is

GL ¼ nþ 1−nð ÞG�−h 1þ 1−nð ÞG�½ � ¼ GU−h 1þ 1−nð ÞG�½ � ð4Þ

The last term shows that the difference between the upper and
lower bounds — a measure of our uncertainty about the extent of in-
come inequality in that year — increases, as we would expect, by the
value of h, magnified by a factor of (1 + (1 − n) G ∗). The 1875 value
of h= 8.6%, coupled with n= 16.8 and G ∗ = 47.6%, generates a differ-
ence of 9.6 percentage points from the upper bound, or a value of 46.8%
for the lower bound.

3.3. Using aggregate taxpayer data

For certain years, we have only the aggregate number and total in-
come of the MUN taxpayers who are not liable for CG tax, and nothing
is known about the distribution among this intermediate group. (We
do however know the distribution among CG taxpayers.) This is the sit-
uation shown in panel (c) of Fig. 2.

Let us denote the proportion of the population in theMUN-CG group
bym, the proportion of CG taxpayers by c, and the proportion of those in
neither group by n (so c + m + n = 1). The contributions of the three
groups to the overall Gini coefficient may be seen in panel (c) of Fig. 2.
Denote the income share of the bottom group by h, and the combined
share of the bottom two groups by g. Subtracting twice the area under
the Lorenz curve from 1 gives the overall Gini coefficient:

G ¼ 1− hnþ g þ hð Þmþ c 1þ g− 1−gð ÞG�½ �f g ð5Þ

where G ∗ is the Gini coefficient for the CG taxpayers. This may be re-
written by introducing a new parameter g′ = g − h and replacing g



9 A number of further adjustments have to be made to the published tabulations in
making these 4-group calculations. Assumptions are required when estimating the upper
and lower bounds. For G ∗, if thewithin-groupGini of the CG taxpayers is not available, the
upper bounduses themaximumof the previous and thenext observations of ∗. Similarly,
the lower bound uses the minimum of the previous and the next observation if there are
nodata available. For the years 1875 to 1891,when therewere noCG taxation, the average
income of the NA/NT group for the upper bound Gini is taken as NOK 150. NOK 150 was
25% of themean incomeofworkers and 33%of themean incomeof farmers (including cot-
ters) in 1888/1889 (Sth. Prp. Nr 48, 1890).). Note that our “upper bound inequality” ap-
plies within the framework of assumptions outlined in this chapter. If, for example, we
assume that the entire difference between total income from the tax statistics and national
accounts was entirely “hidden income” that accrued exclusively to the rich, inequality
would be higher. Given the nature of the tax systemwe do not find this assumption plau-
sible. The lower bounds are assessed within the framework of the control total as de-
scribed in Section 2.2.
10 Alternatively, one could attribute zero income to recipients of poverty support on the
grounds that one wanted the income definition to respect a strict “pre-tax” definition. A
counter-argument is that the poverty support is likely to reflect the subsistence income re-
ceived by these households. Changing the income level of the poor to zero (while main-
taining the income levels for the NANT group) would increase the Gini coefficient by
between 0.004 and 0.036. Results from this exercise are available on request.
11 Graphically, we obtain the upper bound from 5 by extending the line for the NA/NT
group (the slope of this group is the mean income of NA/NT relative to the population
mean)down to zero. The resulting triangle (the contribution of thepoor group to the over-

all Gini coefficient) is
a
2
∙ðp− an

h−a
Þ. Introducing dispersion to the NA/NT group would de-

crease the maximum consistent contribution from the poor group.
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with (g′ + h) as

G ¼ 1þ c 1−g0ð ÞG�− g0mþ c 1þ g0ð Þf g−h 1þmþ cG�f g ð5aÞ

The upper bound is obtained by setting h=0 and keeping the other
parameters constant. The final term in Eq. (5a) shows that the differ-
ence between G and the upper bound is proportional to h, with a mag-
nification factor that is less than 3, but which may nonetheless be
substantial. In 1892, the first year for which there is CG data, m =
36.6%, c=18.8% andG ∗=44.8%, so that themagnification factor is 1.45.

What, if anything, can we say about years for which there are
no detailed tabulations for CG taxpayers? Formula (5a) allows us
to see the role played by inequality within the group of CG tax-
payers when h = 0. The term c(1 − g′)G ∗ is an addition to the
overall Gini coefficient. Suppose that we do not know G ∗, but do
know c and g′? Then the difference between the bounds would
be widened to an extent that depends on the product of the pop-
ulation share and the income share of the CG taxpayers. Whereas
the product may have been small in the nineteenth century, it
was substantially higher in World War I and later. On the other
hand, in the years for which we have tabulations, the Gini coeffi-
cient among taxpayers has rarely exceeded 50% or (apart from
two exceptions) fallen below 30%.

3.4. Using data on the assisted poor

In order to provide a more solid basis for our treatment of the
lower part of the distribution, we need additional information on
the incomes of those below the tax threshold. In search of this,
we explore one possible source: administrative data on the num-
ber of recipients of public assistance and the average amounts re-
ceived. It is assumed that the recipient unit can be equated to
the tax unit and that the poverty assistance is the same as subsis-
tence market income. This means that all individuals/couples are
assumed to have positive market income (where some could
have zero); on the other hand, some of the recipients of assistance
might also receive small amounts of market income.

In effect, using this additional administrative information
means introducing into the three-group model a fourth group, by
dividing those not paying tax into those who are assisted (the
“assisted poor”) and those who are neither assisted nor taxed
(NA/NT). The key assumption underlying our construction of the
Lorenz curves and calculation of the Gini coefficient is that the
groups can be ranked in order of increasing income, as shown in
panel (d) of Fig. 2. As liability for taxation depends on both income
and wealth, there could be cases where people are liable for MUN
taxation on account of wealth (and hence are included in the tax
authorities' calculations of the number and total income of MUN
taxpayers) but have low incomes that would place them below
people in the NA/NT group. But it seems a reasonable
approximation.

When the proportion of assisted poor is denoted by p, the pro-
portion in the NA/NT group by n, and the share of the first group
by a, the Gini coefficient is now given by

G ¼ 1þ c 1−g0ð ÞG�−a nþ pð Þ−g0 cþmð Þ−c−h 1þm−pþ cG�f g ð6Þ

The population proportions, p, n, m and c are known. The total in-
come received by the assisted poor and by the two groups of taxpayers
is known. The total income of the NA/NT group is not reported in the tax
statistics. Here we have to make assumptions regarding the upper and
lower bounds, but with the advantage that this group — given our ear-
lier assumption — is “sandwiched” between two groups about which
we have information. The upper bound is calculated on the assumption
that theNA/NT group has the same average income as the assisted poor,
the lower bound on the assumption that the average income of the NA/
NT group is equal to one third of the average income of the MUN-CG
group.9 For some years, the MUN-CG mean income turns out to be less
than three times themean poverty support. In these cases, the imputed
income for the NA/NT group will be the same for the upper and lower
bounds.10

Expression (6) for the Gini coefficient does not account for possi-
ble dispersion within any of the three groups with lowest incomes.
However, the POOR and NA/NT groups are always relatively small
and, given our assumption that groups are ranked by income, limited
by the income ranges of neighbor groups (or zero, in the case of the
poor). This puts a strict upper limit on the contribution to the overall
Gini that could result from within-group dispersion in these groups.
For example, the maximum consistent inequality in the poorest
group would mean that the richest individuals in this group had
the same income as the NA/NT mean income and the poorest indi-
viduals in this group had zero income. The effect of such a distribu-
tion would be largest in 1888, where the lower bound Gini
measured in percentage points would increase only from 56.91 to
56.93.11

On the other hand, the MUN-CG group constitutes a relatively large
proportion of the population, and the data show that the differences be-
tween the MUN-CG and CG mean incomes are substantial. For this rea-
son, within-group dispersion is introduced for the MUN-CG group.
Specifically, the incomes within this group are assumed to follow a uni-
form distribution. The details of this imputation are given in Online Ap-
pendix D, where the relationship between the dispersion parameter z
and the within-group MUN-CG Gini coefficient G ∗∗ = z/3 is explained.
As wemaintain the assumption that there is no overlap between the in-
come groups, there is a limit to the upper value of z. Overall, a value of z
= 0.4 is consistent with the introduction of some dispersion without
any MUN-CG taxpayers having either higher incomes than the lowest
in the CG-group or lower incomes than the NA/NT group. Note, how-
ever, that the overall Gini coefficient proves to be insensitive to changes
in z.

Finally, in 1875 and 1888 (the years before the introduction of CG
tax in 1892) there was no state taxation, but instead detailed tabula-
tions of the incomes of MUN taxpayers. We then assume that the
lowest tabulated income group in the MUN tabulations is equivalent
to the MUN-CG group in later years, and that the higher-income
groups would have been subject to CG tax had that been in effect in
these years.
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3.5. Estimation of benchmark series from 1875 to 1951

The comprehensive approach described in Section 3.4 provides the
basis for our analysis of the long-run evolution of inequality in Norway
in this paper. The Gini coefficient for the years 1875, 1888 and 1892–
1951 will then be given by

G ¼ 1−pa−n aþ hð Þ−m 2 hþ g0ð Þ−c 1þ g0 þ hð Þ þ c 1−g0−hð ÞG�

þ g0mG�� ð7Þ

where
a = total income of the poor relative to control total,
h = total income of the poor and non-assisted/non-taxed (NA/NT)

relative to control total,
g′ = total income of MUN taxpayers who are not CG taxpayers,
p = the poor as proportion of total tax units,
n = NA/NT as proportion of total tax units,
m=MUN-CG taxpayers (those who pay municipal tax but not cen-

tral government tax) as proportion of total tax units,
c = CG taxpayers as proportion of total tax units,
G ∗∗ = Gini coefficient among MUN-CG taxpayers,
G ∗ = Gini coefficient among CG taxpayers.
Expression (7) takes as its starting point extreme inequality where

the Lorenz curve follows the horizontal axis between 0 and 1. The first
four terms then subtract the areas of the triangles and parallelograms
below the Lorenz curve as illustrated in Fig. 2. The latter two terms
add in the within-group Gini coefficients for the two richest groups,
scaled by group sizes and income shares.12

3.6. Bounds for 1952 to the present

The above discussion has described the bounds applied for the pe-
riod 1875 to 1951. For the post-1951 period, when coverage was
greater, relatively high numbers of tabulated intervals have been pub-
lished by Statistics Norway (Statistics Norway: Historical Statistics,
1978). From 1967 onwards the incomes of the entire population of tax-
payers are available as micro data. For this reason, the set of necessary
assumptions for this period is smaller, similar to the situation shown
in Fig. 2, where the assumptions relate only to the mean income of the
missing population. These assumptions are designed to be comparable
with those for the earlier period, while taking account of the changing
role of assistance to the poor in the 1960s and later. In particular,
there is a break in the poverty support series between 1964 and 1967,
making mean payout per supported individual a less appropriate
value for imputation at the lower end of the income distribution.

The upper bound of the Gini coefficient is based on the assumptions
that (i) those not covered by the tax tabulations have a mean income
equal to mean assistance (as before) for the years up to 1964 and (ii)
from 1967 the group receives 50% of the minimum old-age pension
for a single person.13 The lower bound is based on the assumption
that those not covered by the tax tabulations receive mean income
equal to 150% of the mean income assumed for the upper bound.

We should emphasize at this point that the final series is based on a
consistent population throughout the period. Despite the change from
household-based to individual-based taxation, we can replicate pre-
1960 nuclear families in the post-1966 microdata by merging spouses
12 While the Gini coefficient is calculated directly from Eq. (7), we can also construct Lo-
renz curves using the assumptions outlined here. These are available as an online appen-
dix. In this case, a Pareto distribution is imposed for the richest (CG) group, with the
dispersion and lower bound parameters set to match the mean income and Gini coeffi-
cients of this group. As long as these two conditions are satisfied, the choice of within-
group dispersion has no impact on the estimated Gini coefficient for the entire population
or any part of the population that includes the entire CG group.
13 For the years 1965 and 1966, the minimum pension was projected back from 1967
(when itwas introduced) in linewith the growth of seamen's pensions, whichwere intro-
duced in 1950. The same process applied to 1964 yielded a figure of NOK 2140, whichwas
close to the poverty support level in that year of NOK 1975.
using personal ID numbers in the latter data that link taxpayers and
the population recorded as individuals. The first year in which married
women could choose to file taxes individually is 1960. We therefore
transform individual data for the years 1960–1966 into household-
based data using data from the 1960 census as well as the distribution
of spouse's incomes, marriage and tax status in 1967. Similarly, adjust-
ments aremade to take account of a separate taxation system for sailors
(1948–1966) and company taxation (1921–1947). These adjustments
are all described in detail in Online Appendix D.

3.7. Long-run inequality in Norway

The results of the calculations discussed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 are
brought together in Fig. 3, which shows the upper and lower bounds
for the Gini coefficient. The difference between the upper and lower
bounds is largest for the pre-1914 period. The average difference over
the period from 1892 to 1914 is 9.8 percentage points, whereas the av-
erage difference from 1915 to 1951 is 2.2 percentage points. While the
difference represents potential error introduced at the stage of data
analysis and is not comparablewith the sampling error typically consid-
ered in distributional analysis, it is nonetheless interesting to compare
their magnitudes. From that perspective, the 1892 to 1914 figure ap-
pears quite large, but the 1915 to 1951 average difference is not dissim-
ilar to the confidence intervals obtained from the reported standard
errors for the Gini coefficients obtained from household surveys: for ex-
ample, the 95% confidence interval for the Gini coefficient of the distri-
bution of disposable equivalent (household) income in Norway varied
between 1.4 and 3.6 for the period 1986 to 1993.

In Appendix A, we perform an evaluation of the sensitivity of esti-
mates of the Gini coefficient to the employment of additional data
sources, and a robustness check of the Gini series based on two mea-
sures of inequality that complement the information provided by the
Gini coefficient. The results displayed in Fig. A1 showhow the estimated
Gini coefficients depend on the choice of data for interpolating the Lo-
renz curve, starting with the simplest approach in Section 3.1 and in-
creasing the sophistication of the method to arrive at our preferred
estimates. It is shown that the Gini coefficients produced by the naive
estimator are far too low.

Irrespective of whether we use a measure of inequality that are par-
ticularly sensitive to changes that take place in either the lower or the
upper part of the income distribution the evolution of the associated in-
equality estimates shows, as demonstrated by Fig. A2 and Table A8, a
.4

1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000
Year

Gini (lower bound)
Gini (upper bound)

Fig. 3. Gini coefficient for the distribution of income in Norway, 1875–2017. Upper and
lower bounds. Note: For sources, methods and assumptions, see text. “Lower bound”
refers to inequality estimated using assumptions on average income level of the non-
taxed and distribution among central government taxpayers that lead to lower
inequality, while “upper bound” refers to inequality estimated using assumptions that
lead to higher inequality. See Sections 3.1–3.6.
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Gini (long run series, market income for core families)
Gini (Statistics Norway 1986-, household equivalent income
after tax for individuals)

Fig. 4. Gini coefficient for the distribution of income in Norway based on two alternative
income definitions, 1986–2017. Note: The long run series is the average of the upper
and lower bound reported in Fig. 3. For sources, methods and assumptions, see text.

15 The averaging is done because we recognize that what many researchers require is a
single series, and that if we do not provide an average ourselves, users will do so. At the
same time, there is no evident justification for taking a simple average. It can be argued
that the upper bound attributes an unreasonably low income to those recording zero.
The appropriate weights may vary over the time period. But the simple average provides
a point of reference.
16 The exact decomposition is given by

G ¼ 0:01∙S∙Gtop1% þ 1−Sð Þ∙Gbottom99%−0:01∙ 1−Sð Þ∙Gbottom99% þ S−0:01;

where the first, third and fifth terms are relatively small compared to the second and
fourth terms, which justifies the simplified expression in Eq. (8). The first term in Eq.
(8) is always 0.001 or less in our data, while the third term is maximum 0.005. The last
term is constant at 0.01 by definition. Note that the top 1% series shown here (and given
in the Appendix) differs slightly from those published by Aaberge and Atkinson (2010),
simply because the present series utilizes additional data sources, relies on different as-
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similar pattern as the estimates of the Gini coefficient. However, the
measure that ismost sensitive to changes in the upper tail of the income
distribution shows significantly larger relative changes than theGini co-
efficient during the post-war period. Moreover, the Gini coefficient
shows significantly larger relative changes than the measure that are
most sensitive to changes that occur in the lower part of the incomedis-
tribution. As will be demonstrated in Section 4.2, these results prove to
be consistent with the information obtained by comparing the evolu-
tion of the overall Gini coefficient with the evolution of the ratio of the
upper and lower mean income, the upper tail Gini and the measure of
affluence, which is discussed in Section 4.

3.8. Different income definitions

The standard “official” estimates of the Gini coefficient for the
distribution of income in Norway accounts for taxation, public
cash transfers as well as for the needs of household members
and has been published since the mid-1980s. As indicated in the
introduction our choice of definitions has been dictated by con-
straints in available historic data sources. This is why we have
adopted a gross income definition, whereas statistical agencies
today provide inequality estimates on the basis of disposable
equivalent income.

The closest Norway gets to an official definition of income inequality
is Statistics Norway's time series from 1986 onwards.14 The construc-
tion of this series diverges from the approach used elsewhere in this
paper in three ways. First, the household definition includes everyone
living together with joint consumption except students not living at
home. To account for scale economics the standard EU equivalence
scale is used. Second, a somewhat larger set of income sources (various
types of non-taxable transfers) is included than the “gross income” con-
cept used in this paper. Third, the income basis is post-tax rather than
pre-tax.

Fig. 4 compares the evolution of the Gini coefficient since 1986
for the two alternative definitions of income. As expected, inequal-
ity in the “official” series is much lower than the long-term series.
This is largely due to the redistributive effects of public transfers
and a progressive tax system, but it also reflects the treatment of
the income unit. The use of a wider definition tends to reduce re-
corded inequality, since it assumes a greater degree of income-
sharing. Taking account of economies of scale in larger households
has also a significant effect on the measured level of inequality.
However, since our focus is on the evolution of inequality, we
find it reassuring that the pattern of the historic series captures
the pattern of the official series from 1986 onwards. Most impor-
tant here is that the development of inequality over time is similar
for the two definitions. There was a significant increase from 1986
to around 2000, turbulence around the tax reforms of the early
2000s and a slight increase thereafter.

4. The relationship between overall inequality and inequality at the
top

Although Eurostat, OECD and national statistical agencies pub-
lish top income shares, ratios of income quantiles and decile
means on a regular basis, such quantities cannot be regarded as
measures of inequality as they don't satisfy the Pigou-Dalton prin-
ciple of transfers. Thus, in order to provide information on overall
inequality, these institutions regularly publish estimates of the
Gini coefficient. Since most of the discussion of the long-run evolu-
tion of inequality in OECD countries concerns the increasing top
income shares, it is interesting to explore what we learn from
the new series of overall inequality (as in Fig. 3) compared to
14 See http://www.ssb.no/inntekt-og-forbruk/statistikker/ifhus
the top income series previously published by Aaberge and
Atkinson (2010). To this end, we compare the evolution of the in-
come shares of the top 1% and overall inequality, where we take
the mean of the upper and lower bounds of Fig. 3 to give an “aver-
age series”.15

4.1. The share of the top 1% and the Gini coefficient

When comparing top income shares and the Gini coefficient, it is
useful to apply the following approximate decomposition proposed by
Atkinson (2007, p. 19–20), and proved by Alvaredo (2011),

G ≈ 1−Sð Þ∙Gbottom99% þ S ð8Þ

where S is the income share of the top 1% and Gbottom99% is the Gini co-
efficient of the bottom 99%.16 The approximate decomposition of the
Gini coefficient is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 demonstrates that the evolution of the share of the top 1% does
not capture the evolution of income inequality in Norway, although
overall inequality and top income shares have moved closely together
in recent decades. Over the period 1882 to 1939 the Gini coefficient is
seen to vary significantly, even though the Gini coefficient measured
in percentage points only declined modestly, from 64% in 1882 to 59%
in 1939. By contrast, the share of the top 1% decreased significantly,
from 22% to 13%, over the same period, while the Gini of the 99% in-
creased from 43 to 48%.

During the Second World War and the early post-war period, both
overall inequality and top income shares showed a substantial decline.
Between 1939 and 1953 the Gini coefficient fell from 59% to 42%,
sumptions on the distribution of unmeasured income and uses interpolation of the top
distribution across some years, as explained in Section 3.

http://www.ssb.no/inntekt-og-forbruk/statistikker/ifhus
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Fig. 5.Decomposition of the Gini coefficient by the income share of the top 1% and theGini
coefficient of thedistribution of income among thebottom99%,Norway1875–2017.Note:
The components are estimated using the same estimated Lorenz curves as were used for
estimating the Gini coefficients in Fig. 3. The graphs display the mean of the upper and
lower bound estimates. For sources, methods and assumptions, see text.
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Fig. 6.Gini coefficients for the overall distribution of income and thedistribution of income
for thosewith income above themedian, and ameasure of affluence, Norway 1875–2017.
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while the share of the top 1% fell from 13% to 6%. The evolution over the
next three decades was again rather different. There was a substantial
decline in the share of the top 1%, from 6% in 1953 to 4% in 1980,
whereas the Gini coefficient was fairly stable. Since 1990, the share of
the top 1% has regained the lost ground, and was 10% in 2017 according
to our estimates here, and the Gini coefficient too has risen — although
only to around 47%. This difference between the time paths of the top
shares and the Gini coefficient shows that, while the top share may
have driven much of the recent increase in overall inequality, there
have been other forces in operation as a result of which not all of the
post-war equalization has been lost. Note that the evolution of the
share of the top 10% parallels the evolution of the share of the top 1%
(see Aaberge and Atkinson, 2010). We refer to Online Appendix G for
a decomposition of the Gini coefficient by the income share of the top
10% and the Gini coefficient of the distribution of income among the
bottom 90%. Furthermore, Appendix G provides results of the evolution
of decile-specific income shares.

Since the evolution of top income shares and overall inequality dif-
fers in a number of periods, estimates on upper tail inequality and the
ratio between themean incomes of the lower and upper half of the pop-
ulation might provide essential information on whether changes in
overall inequality are due to a widening of the income gap between
the upper and lower half of the population and/or changes in the distri-
bution of income among the richest 50% of the population. As will be
demonstrated below, these distributional measures contribute to ex-
plain the driving forces behind the evolution of overall inequality.

4.2. Affluence

Before World War II, taxpayers comprised between 52 and 81% of
the annual populations of tax units, which means that the data base
for describing the upper half of the income distribution is richer than
that for describing the lower half. This makes it particularly relevant to
consider the evolution of the mean and the Gini coefficient for the
most affluent 50% of the population and use the associated estimates
as a basis for estimating “affluence”, a measure introduced by Aaberge
and Atkinson (2016). Affluence has been given an axiomatic justifica-
tion and is defined by

A ¼ 1
3

μU

μ
GU þ 1ð Þ−1

� �
¼ 2

3 1þ γð Þ GU þ 1
2

1−γð Þ
� �

ð9aÞ

where μ is the overall mean income,μU and GU are themean and the Gini
coefficient, respectively, of the richest 50% of the population, γ = μL/μU
and μL is the mean of the poorest 50% of the population. Expression
(9a) shows that affluence, A, increases with increasing inequality in
the incomedistribution of the richest 50% and decreaseswith increasing
mean income ratio γ.17 Inserting thewell-known expressions for μU and
GU into Eq. (9a) yields the following alternative expression for A,

A ¼ 4
3

Z1
1
2

2t−1ð Þ F−1 tð Þ
μ

−1

 !
dt ð9bÞ

where F−1(t) is the income of the individual with rank t in the income
distribution F. Expression (9b) shows that A can be interpreted as a
(normalized) weighted average of the income shares of the richest
50%,where theweight increaseswith increasing rank from0 for theme-
dian income to 4/3 for the highest income. The affluence measure A has
itself a range [0,1] and takes the value 0 if and only if all individuals re-
ceive the same income μ. At the other extreme, when total income is re-
ceived by one sole individual, then A takes the value 1. Note that 3A
17 Asdemonstrated by the following expressionγ=2(μ/μ U)− 1 there is one to one cor-
respondence between γ μ/μ U . and
becomes equal to the relative affluence gap ((μU − μ)/μ = (1 − γ)/(1
+γ)) if individualswith higher income than themedian income receive
the same income μU. The estimation results for affluence, A, and the
upper tail (above median) Gini coefficient GU are displayed in Fig. 6.

Since the available data provide a better basis for estimating afflu-
ence than overall inequality before World War II, it is reassuring that
the affluence pattern largely captures the pattern of the overall Gini.
Note also that the reliability of affluence (and the upper tail Gini coeffi-
cient) to a large extent carries over to the estimated overall Gini series.
This is because income distributions are normally skewed to the right,
which means that the upper tail Gini contributes a significantly larger
share of the overall Gini than the lower tail Gini. Aaberge and
Atkinson (2016) demonstrated that the overall Gini is equal to 3(A +
P)/4, where P is the poverty counterpart of affluence (A). Thus, in
1900, with G=0.586 and A=0.515 (see Table A7 in the Online Appen-
dix), the contribution from affluence to the overall Gwas 66%, while the
contribution of A had declined only marginally, to 62%, a hundred years
later.

To complement the information on inequality given by the Gini co-
efficient, Appendix A provides estimates of two closely related rank-
Note: The components are estimated using the same distribution as the one used for
estimating the Gini coefficients in Fig. 3. The graphs display the mean of upper and
lower bound estimates. For sources, methods and assumptions, see text.
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dependent measures of inequality. The results show to be in line with
the evidence provided by this section, i.e. changes in inequality from
1939 to 1980 and from 1980 to 2017 largely concerned the upper part
of the income distribution.

5. Long-run inequality in Norway: a series of episodes

The evolution of inequality in Norway is best characterized, we
believe, as a series of episodes identified with sub-periods, which
are summarized in Table 1. As demonstrated by the change in per-
centage points, the evolution of the overall Gini coefficient is
closely related to the evolution of Gini-based affluence measure.
In the same way, the upper tail Gini and the mean income ratio
typically move in the opposite direction; rising (declining) upper
tail Gini and declining (rising) mean income ratio. It is evident
from Fig. 6 that three episodic changes in income inequality de-
serve special mention. First, inequality was turbulent during
World War I, but analysis is complicated by price and wage fluctu-
ations during this period. Leaving aside this period, the Gini coeffi-
cient in the four decades from the 1890s to the end of the 1930s
was measured in the range of 0.60 plus or minus 0.05. Second,
the decline during World War II was swift and extensive. Third,
the post-1989 reversal took the Gini from around 0.40 to over
0.45 in two decades. We turn now to consider the individual
sub-periods in more detail.

Taken as a whole, the period from 1875 to 1939 shows un-
changed overall inequality and affluence, whereas the upper tail
Gini decreased by 5 percentage points. The different evolution of
upper tail inequality and overall inequality (and affluence) corre-
sponds to a significant decrease in the ratio between the mean in-
comes of the lower and upper halves of the population (see Fig. 8
and Table A7 in the Online Appendix). The increase in the Gini co-
efficient from 0.55 in 1875 to 0.64 in 1892 reflects an increase of
the share of total income accruing to the highest income group.
The growth rates were low during this period, and emigration to
North America increased sharply from 1880. This was followed
by high economic growth in the 1890s, which ended in the so-
called “Kristiania crash” in 1899 leading to substantial drops in
property values and stagnation for several years. In particular,
there appears to have been a downward tendency in overall in-
equality from the late-1890s to around 1905, followed by remark-
able stability from 1905 to 1914. The most dramatic short-run
event occurred during the First World War, where we observe
the highest Gini coefficient of 0.65 and the smallest mean income
ratio between the lower and upper half of the population occurred
in 1917, when the mean income of the lower half was only 8.9% of
that of the upper half. The low mean income ratio for this period
reflects the significant income growth for ship owners and the
high speculative profits for wealthy people during a significant
economic boom, which was followed by a recession with high
Table 1
Changes in overall inequality, upper tail inequality, ratio of the mean income of the lower and

Period Overall Gini coefficient Gini-based affluenc

1875–1892 Increase (+9) Increase (+9)
1892–1914 Decrease (−8) Decrease (−9)
1914–1917 Increase (+9) Increase (+9)
1917–1923 Decrease (−10) Decrease (−10)
1923–1939 Increase (+5) Increase (+5)
1939–1953 Decrease (−17) Decrease (−20)
1953–1980 Slight decrease (−2) Slight decrease (−
1980–2017 Increase (+7) Increase (+10)

Note: The components are estimated byusing the estimated overallmeans jointlywith the same
are calculated on the basis of the average of upper and lower bound estimates. For sources, me
inflation, trade deficits and currency depreciation and hardships
such as rationing that affected wage earners. As a result, the in-
come of the rich declined and the mean income ratio doubled
from 1917 to 1923. However, inequality quickly returned to its
pre-war level in the early 1920s and increased slightly during the
1930s.

The simultaneous substantial growth of the mean income ratio
and decline of the upper tail Gini coefficient led to a substantial fall
in the overall Gini coefficient from 1939 to 1953. Since the mean
income ratio stayed fairly flat at around 1/4 since the early
1950s, the rise in overall inequality and affluence after the turning
point in 1980 was largely due to rising upper tail inequality. This
means that the richest became richer, as is also confirmed by the
rising top income shares during this period. The concentration in
time of the sharp decrease in the Gini coefficient between 1939
and 1953 is likely a combination of several factors. First, the man-
ner of operation of labor market institutions changed significantly
during the 1930s, where collective bargaining was introduced at
the national level. Economic turbulence may have postponed the
immediate effects of these reforms. Second, more than 40% of the
work force was still in agriculture in the 1930s, and rural-urban
migration (and hence income equalization) was again constrained
by high unemployment. Moreover, the Second World War was
likely to have had an equalizing effect in itself, with more controls
imposed on the economy where the German occupation led to in-
creased labor demand for extensive construction projects and
larger mean income for the bottom half of the population which
resulted in increased mean income ratio. Moreover, the German
command economy reduced the income opportunities of most cap-
ital owners, which might explain why the upper tail Gini coeffi-
cient sharply declined. The war experience might also have made
Norwegians more receptive to the strict economic planning regime
that was introduced during the early post-war period (Espeli,
2013).

Other sources support the finding of a significant fall in income
inequality during this period. For example, the 1950 Wage statis-
tics (NOS XI 092, p. 11, Table A) compares wages for various occu-
pations in 1939 and 1950. While high-paid groups such as senior
public servants had experienced nominal wage growth of 69%,
the wage growth for sailors was 214%, for forestry workers 264%
and for farm workers (servants) 380%. For the lower-income
groups wage data are also available for 1944; they show that
wage compression was well underway during the war.

We observe a stable income Gini coefficient from 1950 onwards,
with a further slight decrease in the early 1970s. The fall in income in-
equality was reversed in the early 1980s. The turning point was largely
due to increased wage inequality and came shortly after oil began to
flow from theNorth Sea (Aaberge andMogstad, 2011). By 1990 produc-
tion had been at a high level for a number of years. The 1990s show a re-
covery of the shares of top incomes, probably as a result of expanded
upper 50% and affluence (changes in percentage points in parentheses).

e Upper tail Gini coefficient Mean income ratio
γ = μL/μU

Slight increase (+1) Decrease (−11)
Decrease (−8) Increase (+6)
Increase (+4) Decrease (−8)
Decrease (−6) Increase (+9)
Increase (+5) Slight decrease (−4)
Decrease (−24) Increase (+11)

2) Slight decrease (−2) Slight increase (+3)
Increase (+14) Slight decrease (−4)

estimated Lorenz curves aswere used for estimating theGini coefficients in Fig. 3. Changes
thods and assumptions, we refer to the text.
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opportunities to earn and lose money created by the oil sector, a major
financial market reform in the mid-1980s, and the 1992 tax reform
whereby taxes on capital incomes were significantly reduced. Over the
period from 1980 to 2017, the Gini coefficient increased by approxi-
mately 20%. The spike in income inequality in 2005 is largely due to
the increased taxes on dividends in 2006. This tax reform gave owner-
managers of closely held firms strong incentives to increase dividends
in 2005. The effects of the reform discussed in further detail by
Aaberge et al. (2016) and Alstadsæter et al. (2016) suggest that the
level of inequality might have been larger after dividend taxation was
implemented in 2006 than what has been captured by the standard in-
come statistics data.

To get some sense of the magnitude of the changes in the Gini coef-
ficient, note that the 22 percentage points fall in the Gini coefficient
from 1892 to 1953 (see Table A8) corresponds to a 34% decrease in
the Gini coefficient. This corresponds to the redistributive effect of the
following hypothetical tax/transfer intervention in 1892 (see Aaberge,
1997): introduce a flat tax with tax rate 34% and allocate the collected
tax as a fixed lump-sum transfer equal to the average tax of NOK 178.
Then the 50% poorest increase their income on average from NOK 104
to NOK 247, while the 50% richest will get their mean income reduced
from NOK 944 to NOK 801. Moreover, this hypothetical intervention
would change the income of the poor from NOK 85 to NOK 234 and
the 95% quantile from NOK 1630 to NOK 1254.

6. Summary

While data on top income shares provide valuable information on the
concentration of economic power, this paper demonstrates that available
historic data sources make it feasible to examine the evolution of the in-
come distribution as a whole over long time periods. By combining de-
tailed tabulations with aggregate information on the incomes of
municipal and central government taxpayers, as well as administrative
data on poverty support, we are able to provide an estimate of the income
distribution in 1875 and annually from 1892 to 1951. This is then supple-
mented with detailed tax tabulations andmicro data from 1952 onwards
in order to provide income distributions through to the most recently
available data for 2017. From these income distributions we can then es-
timate Gini coefficients, as well as other relevant measures of income in-
equality and affluence, for consistent definitions of population and
income throughout the entire period in question. The proposed method
is likely also to be of relevance for other countries.

The empirical results provide three novel insights into the long-run
evolution of income inequality in Norway. First, our findings suggest
that at the end of the nineteenth century, the Gini coefficient for gross
family income in Norway varied between 0.50 and 0.60. Such an appar-
ently Latin American value casts some doubt on the claim made in the
official publication for the Paris Exhibition of 1900 that “among civilised
states, there is scarcely any that is so fortunate with regard to the equal-
ity of its social conditions as Norway. There is no nobility with political
or economic privilege, no large estates, no capitalist class” (Norway,
1900, page 203). While Norway has exhibited low inequality from the
1940s till 1980s, we find no indication that this represents a continua-
tion of an earlier egalitarian society.

Second, the movement of income inequality over time appears to be
driven by episodic changes rather than predictable, secular cycles. Overall
gross income inequality among families inNorway fell from1892 to 1914,
largely due to a fall in inequality in the upper half of the income distribu-
tion. Therewas an upward spike duringWorldWar I, and amoderate rise
between 1923 and 1939, again largely due to changes in inequality in the
upper half. Inequality fell substantially between 1939 and 1953 as a result
of a decline in both upper tail inequality and the gap between upper and
lower tail means. Income inequality was low and stable between 1953
and 1980 and has risen again since 1980.

Expressed in this way, the history of Norwegian income inequality is
better seen as a series of episodes than as the expression of some long-
run pattern. It can neither be summarized by an inverse U nor by a U.
Moreover, the series of 143 years of income inequality estimates does
neither point in the direction of any regular cycles of increasing and de-
creasing inequality.

Third, it should be noted that the turning point and the origin of the
low post-war inequality in Norway was the significant decline in in-
equality starting in 1940 and continuing during theGerman occupation.
The war experience might also have made Norwegians more receptive
to the strict economic planning regime that was introduced in the
early post-war period (Espeli, 2013).

A comparison of the levels of income inequality in Norwaywith pre-
vious estimates for other countries is challenging for several reasons: No
countries have completemicro data far back in time; there is no univer-
sally agreed definition of population or income (as these in turn are de-
pendent on the available data); and there are often breaks even within
series for comparable countries. Despite the break in the series for Den-
mark provided by Atkinson and Søgaard (2016) (based on tabulations
from income taxes) these series makes an exception and shows, as for
Norway, increased income inequality during World War I and a sub-
stantial decrease in income inequality during the mid-20th century.
The turning point with increasing income inequality arose in the early
1980s for both countries, but inequality has risen more for Norway
than for Denmark.
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Appendix A. Robustness checks

A.1. Sensitivity of estimates to the use of additional data sources

Fig. A1 shows how sensitive the estimated Gini coefficients in the
1892–1951 period are to the inclusion of additional sources of data
and methodological assumptions. The lowest curve in each panel,
G1, displays estimates of the Gini coefficent when the population
is defined by taxpayers (MUN and CG) and only one interior
point of the Lorenz curve has been identified. This gives a Gini co-
efficient of around 0.4 before 1939 and less than 0.2 in 1950. By in-
cluding non-taxpayers and assigning them zero income, we get G2,
which shows that the Gini coefficient rose to 0.65 in 1892 and 0.3
in 1950. The G3 curve is obtained by assigning an income to the
non-taxpaying population according to the procedure described
in Section 3. As a transition from the distribution underlying G2
to the distribution underlying G3 could be obtained (with the ap-
propriate scaling of mean incomes) by means of regressive trans-
fers, G3 is always lower than G2. By taking account of within-
group inequality in the richest group, i.e. the CG taxpayers, we
get the G4 curve. For years where detailed CG tax tabulations are
not available, the closest available earlier or later distribution has
been used (the higher one for the upper bound and the lower for
the lower bound). Finally, in G5, we also allow for inequality
within the group of those who pay municipal tax but not central
government tax. This increases inequality moderately, and more
so in years when this group is large. It is evident from this exercise
that the steps we propose in Section 3 are crucial for a correct es-
timation of income inequality, though the assumptions on within-
group inequality in some groups have only a minor effect on the
estimates.
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Fig. A1. Estimates of the boundsof theGini coefficients usingfivedifferent sets of assumptions, 1892–1951.Note:Definitions: G1: Inequality among taxpayers, nowithin-group dispersion.
G2: Assuming zero income for non-taxpayers. G3: Baseline assumption about non-taxpayer income. G4:Within-group dispersion for CG taxpayers (using nearest year). G5:Within-group
dispersion for MUN-CG taxpayers (our preferred estimate, as presented in Fig. 3).
p
p

A.2. Sensitivity to choice of inequality measure

To complement the information on inequality provided by the Gini
coefficient, we employ two closely related rank-dependent measures
of inequality (C1 and C3) discussed by Aaberge (2007) and defined by.

Ck ¼ 1−
1
μ

Z 1

0
pk tð ÞF−1 tð Þdt; k ¼ 1;2;3; ðA1Þ

where.

pk tð Þ ¼
(− logt; k ¼ 1

k
k−1

1−tk−1
� �

; k ¼ 2;3:
ðA2Þ

and μ and F−1(u) denote the mean and the left inverse of F. As demon-
strated by Aaberge (2007) the measures C1, C2 and C3, denoted Gini's
nuclear family, jointly provide a good summary of the information pro-
vided by the Lorenz curve. While it can be shown that the Gini
.3
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.7
.8
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ye

Fig. A2. Long-run evolution of income inequality described by three alternative measures of incom
tribution as the one used for estimating the Gini coefficients in Fig. 3. The graphs display the mea
coefficient (C2) tends to pay most attention to changes that occur in
the middle part of a typical single peaked income distribution, the two
othermembers of Gini's nuclear family are shown to be particularly sen-
sitive to changes that occur in the lower part (C1) and the upper part
(C3) of the income distribution.

Note that the ratio of the second term of Eq. (A1) can be interpreted
as the ratio between the social welfare attained under the observed dis-
tribution F and that attained under complete equality. As a contribution
to the interpretation of the inequality aversion profiles exhibited by C1,
C2 and C3, Table A1 displays ratios of the weights — as defined by Eq.
(A2) — given to the median individual and the 5% poorest, the 30%
poorest and the 5% richest individuals, respectively.

Table A1
Distributional weight profiles of the inequality measures C1, C2 and C3.
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n
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As suggested by the table above, C1 is more sensitive than C2 to
changes in the income distribution that concern the poor, whereas C2
is more sensitive than C3 to changes that occur in the lower part of the
income distribution. For example, the weights in Table A1 demonstrate
that theweight of an additional euro to a person located at the 5% decile
is 4.3 times theweight for themedian income earner when C1 is used as
a measure of inequality, whereas it is only 1.3 times the weight for the
median earner when C3 is used as a measure of inequality. This means
that C1 is particularly sensitive to changes that take place in the lower
part of the income distribution, and C3 to changes in the upper part of
the income distribution.The results displayed in Fig. A2 show that the
evolution of the Gini coefficient is largely reflected by the inequality
measures that are particularly sensitive to changes in the lower and
upper part of the income distribution, respectively. However, the mag-
nitudes of the changes differ significantly for some periods. From 1939
to 1980, the C1− coefficient decreased by 20%, the Gini coefficient by
33% and the C3− coefficient by 40%, whereas the percentage changes
were almost equal from 1875 to 1939. From 1980 to 2017 C1, C2 and
C3 (Atkinson et al., 2017) rose by 7, 20 and 27%, respectively. These re-
sults, which are in line with the evidence provided by Section 4.2,
show that changes in inequality from 1939 to 1980 and from 1980 to
2017 largely concern the upper part of the income distribution.

Appendix B–G. Data, estimates and supplementary results

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2020.104196.
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